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At tlie beginning of tlie twentieth century there were a number of hotly I 
debated taxonornic controversies in linguistics, with scholars sharply divid- I 

ed into two Camps. One camp argued that linguistic taxonomy had already 
progressed as far as it possibly could, and that attempts to find relatives of I 
Iiido-European were doomed to failure for the simple reason that evidence I 

of genetic affinity disappears after 6,000 years - the presuined rige of Indo- 
European - and thus no evidence could possibly still persist from earlier I 

tirnes, even if such evidence had once existed. Similar proposals to find rela- 
I 

tives of Basque, Algonquian, and hundreds of other languages and language I 

families were rejected for the Same reasons. Obviously, in tliis context, any I 

attempt to argue for rnonogenesis of all extant languages was met witli dis- I 
I 

belief and hostility. 
The second camp saw things quite differently. It argued that Indo- 

European's closest relatives were a1ready quite obvious, as were the immedi- 
ate relatives of Basque, Algonquian, and many other languages and lan- 
guage families considered "independent" by the first camp. And some 
members of the second camp - notably the Italian linguist Alfredo Trombetti 
- even dared to argue that existing evidence aIready quite strongly suppor- 
ted the idea of monogenesis. 

What is remarkable is that these Same controversies remained even more 
hotly debated at the end of the twentieth century and, though the participants 
in the debate had of course changed, the controversies themselves Iiad often 
remained remarkably similar in form and content. In this paper I will exarn- 
ine several of these controversies and argue that it is the ideas of the second 
group, particularly those of the much-maligned Trombetti, that are win- 
ning the debate. The linguistic evidence today is much richer than it was in 
Trombetti's day. and it confirms in virtually every respect Trombetti's dar- 
ing hypotheses of a century ago. 

1. The Sapir-Michelson debate 

I will begin with an obscure taxonomic dispute that occurred in the second 
decade of the twentieth century. In 19 13 Edward Sapir announced a surprising 

di%covery~namely;that bvo langc~ages located side by side on the northern 



California coast line - Wiyot and Yiirok - were most closely related to the 
vast Algonquian fainily that extended frorn Montaria to the eastern sea- 
board. T r i  support of this relatioiiship Sapir offered some 200 lexical and 
grainmatical siinilarities. Biit the niost potent piece of evidence was the 
virtual identity of the prononiiiial prefixes in the three groups. 

Eihle 1. Prononiinnl prefixes in Wiyot. Yurok, and Algonquian. 

The task ofjudging this evidence fell to tlie leadi~ig Algonquianist of the 
dny, Truman Michelson. wlio recognised that "the importance of this discovery, 
if valid, can hardly be overestimated" (Michelson 19 14: 362). Miclielson's 
verdict was, however, entirely negative, and he dismissed all of Sapir's evi- 
dence as "fancied lexicographical similarities", misanalysis of morpholog- 
ical elements, accidental resemblances, and features in Wiyot and Yurok that 
were thorouglily un-Algonquian. His conclusion left rio doubt that he con- 
sidered Sapir's discovery without merit: "Enough lias been said to sliow tlie 
utter folly of haphazard comparisons unless we have a tliorough knowledge 
of the morpliological structure of the languages concerned" (Michelson 
19 14: 367). As a consequence of Michelson's oppositioti the Algic hypothe- 
sis (Algonquian + Wiyot f Y~irok) became one of tlie unresolved taxonomic 
controversies of the tweiitieth century. 

Tri tlie early 1950s, during his work on the classification ofhfrican languages. 
Josepli Greenberg euainined a number of taxonomic controversies around 
the world one of whicli was the Algic hypothesis. Upon exnmiriing the Sapir- 
Michelson debate and its attendant elridence, he concluded that this rela- 
tionship was, in fact, "not very distant ... and  indee d,... evident on inspection" 
(Greenberg 1953: 283). The real mystery was why anyone thought there was 
a inystery. D ~ i r i n ~  the 1950s tlie relationship becaine accepted and tlie decisive 
proof was often attributed by American Indianists to Mary HaasS work. Haas 
herself made no siicli claim. In fact, she seconded Greenberg's opinion and 
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rnerely gave additional evidence for the relationship, implying, correctly, that 



it was Sapir who had proved the relationship beyond a reasonable doubt (see 
Ruhlen 199421 for a more detailed discussion). I 

There are, of course, just four possible explanations for linguistic simi- 
larities: common origin, borrowing, accident, and onomatopoeia. Whicli 
explanation best accounts for the siniilarity of the Algic pronominal prefixes? 
Clearly onomatopoeia can be ruled out since there is no intrinsic connection 

I 

between any pronoun and any particular sound, despite ill-founded and 
~insubstantiated claiins by Johanna Nichols (1 992) and others. The possibil- 
ity that tliese resemblances are accidental may also be easily ruled out. 
While the probability that such similarities could arise by accident is not 
Zero, it is as close to Zero as we need to get in historical linguistics. 
Borrowing too may be eliniinated siiice the nearest Algonquian language ~ 
(Blackfoot) lies over 600 iniles to the east, on the other side of the Rocky 1 
Mountains, and there is no evidence that eitlier Wiyot or Yurok was ever 
anywhere near an Algonquian language. A claim of borrowing, which has in 
fact never been rnade, would be little more than a deus ex machina. The only 
reasonable explanation for such pronominal similarities is cornmon origin, 
as Sapir, but not Michelson, realised. In a letter to Sapir, Alfred Kroeber 
wrote "Michelson's review strikes me as puritanical. I have never had any I 1 
doubt of the validity of your union of Wiyot and Yurok with Algonkin .... 
I hardly consider it wortli while seriously to ref~ite Michelson. His attitude 

I 
speaks for itself as hypercritical and negative .... I regard the case in point so 
one-sided as to be already concl~isively settled" (Golla 1984: 153). Less well I 

I 
Icnown is tliat the Algic relationsliip was independently discovered by I 
Trombetti, tliough later than Sapir. I I 

In sum, the Algic "controversy" was little more than one scholar's inabil- 
ity to See the obvior~s. Scholars with a broad knowledge of languages and an 
understanding of taxonomy - Sapir, Trombetti, Kroeber, Greenberg - real- 
ised immediately that the Algic pronominal similarities could only reason- 
ably be explained by common origin. Narrow specialists like h.liclielson 
assumed - or  perhaps hoped - that tllere coiild be some other explanation. 

I 

It is quite clear that had Michelson congratulated Sapir on his brilliant dis- 
covery, as Kroeber did, there never would have been any controversy at all. 1 
But Michelson's position of power as the leading Algonquianist of the day I 

I 
allowed him to initiate a pseudo-controversy that lasted over half a century. 
The lesson to be learned from the Sapir-Michelson debate has been aptly 
stated by Greenberg in a recent article: "I believe that one lesson of the 
Sapir-Michelson controversy is that 'controversial' is not to be equated with , I 
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one of the ma.jor wealtnesses of conteinporary linguistics: tlie lack of a l i i i -  

guistic database that would quickly disprove Campbell's assertion. 
In addition to the distinctive Amerind pronominal Pattern, there is a lexi- 

cal item characterising the Amerind family that by itself virtually guarantees 
tlie validity of the fainily. Throughout North and South America there is a 
root t-na (- indicates an indeterminate vowel) with the general meaning of 
'child, son, daughter'. A comparison of hundreds of such forms indicates 
that, in the original Amerind system, the first vowel in the root was corre- 
lated witli the geiider of the child. Thus, the root had three inorphological- 
ly deterniined grades: masculine t 'ina 'son, brother', feminine t 'irnn 'daugh- 
ter, sister', and indeterminate t 'ana 'child, sibling' (Ruhleii 1 9 9 4 ~ ) .  

No conteinporary Amerind language preserves all tliree grades of this 
gender ablaut system in this particular root, but a number have retained two 
(e.g., Iranshe atina 'male relative', attlna 'female relative'; Tiquie ten 'son', 
ton 'daughter'). Elsewhere, however, a single laiiguage can preserve all 
three grades, for example in the Tucano nurneral 'one': nik-e 'oiie (mascii- 
liiie)', nik-o 'one (feminine)', nik-u 'one (indeterminate)'. It is iioteworthy 
that this numeral is the general Amerind numeral for 'one' (Ruhlen 199%). 

Languages retaining only one grade of the root are far more abiindant. 
Examples of tlie inasculine grade include Molalapne: -t 'in 'my older brother', 
Yurok fsin 'young man', Mohawk -?tsin 'male, boy', Proto-Tzeltal-Tzotzil 
*lih-ts 'in 'younger brother', Cuicatec ?diino 'brother', and Yagua deenu 
'male child'. Feminine exainples are Central Sierra Miwok fu:ne- 'daugli- 
ter', Salinan a-t'on 'younger sister', Tacana -tdna 'younger sister', and 
Piokobye a-ron-kä 'younger sister'. Examples of the indeterininate grade 
are Nootka t 'an a 'child'. Coahuilteco t 'an-pani 'child', Proto-Uto-Aztec- 
an *tana 'son, daughter', Aymara tavna 'first-born child', and Urubu- 
Kaapor fa?+in "child". Tliere is no intrinsic connection between any vowel 
and any particular geiider, and in fact in Afro-Asiatic i is feminine and tr is 
niasculine. The combination of tliis particular root (t-nn 'child') with this 
particular gender ablaut system (i/zr/a 'masculine/feminine/indeterrninate') 
is a trait found only in Amerind languages. Its explanation can only be 
genetic. 

Significantly, the Amerind gender ablaut system, in conjunction witli this 
root, can be reconstructed on the basis ofjust North American languages, or 
just South American languages. One might infer from this fact tliat the 
Amerind population inust have passed througli North America rapidly 
enough that the entire ablaut systein reached South Ainerica intact. Had 
SouthAmeriea been populated by peopkwi th  languages that retained only 





in 1933 wlicn he argued tliat Hittite was really a sister language to Indo- 
European, not a daughter language. According to Sturtevant, this higher- 
level faniily, which he called Indo-Hittite, coiisisted of two branches, Hittite 
(Anatolian) and Indo-European, as that term liad been understood before the 
discovery of Hittite. As Sturtevant pointed out, there were nuinerous traits 
shared by Indo-European languages which were absent in Hittite, one of 
which was the Indo-Hittite two-gender system, which developed in the Indo- 
European branch into a three-gender system. Paradoxically, Sturtevant's 
Indo-Hittite hypothesis was generally opposed by Indo-Europeanists during 
the past century (Warren Cowgill was a major exception), even tliough - 
soinewhat schizophrenically - they conceded its fundamental correctness: 
"A number of archaic features in morphology and phonology set Anatolian 
apart from the other branches, and indicate that it was the earliest to hive off. 
But Anatolian remains derivable froin Proto-Indo-European; and periodic 
efforts to situate Anatolian as a sister language to Indo-European, with both 
deriving from a putative 'Indo-Hittite', have not found a following" 
(Watkins 1992: 209). 

What happened in the twentieth century was that taxonomy and genetic 
relationship were confused. Because Hittite had been convincingly shown to 
be related to Indo-European, it must therefore be a member of the family 
and therefore the term Indo-Hittite is not needed. But what really happened 
was that the term Indo-European was redefined to include languages that 
did not fit the original definition. This then raised the question of ~i-liat to 
call the non-Anatolian branch of the redefined Indo-European, whose name 
had been usurped for tlie higher-level taxonomic unit. One finds in tlie liter- 
ature that Indo-European is then referred to as "Early Indo-European" arid 
the non-Anatolian branch is referred to as "Late Indo-European". But of 
Course tliese two terrns are siinply different names for Indo-Hittite and Indo- 
European. In biology, where names of taxa are not allowed to be changed this 
terniinological conf~lsion would not occur. 

3.2. Nostratic 

Tlie confusion of genetic relationship and taxonomy is even clenrer in tlie 
case of Nostratic. The Nostratic hypothesis - that Indo-European is related 
to certain other families -was first advanced by Holger Pedersen in the first 
decade of the twentieth century. Indeed, the very definition of  the faiiiily 
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families [hat are related to Indo-Eiiropean. Tt should be clear that a taxon 
cannot be defined by a relatiotiship to some particular fainily. Of course one 
of the n~otivating factors for sucli a definition was that Tndo-European was 
not supposed to be related to any other family, and the Nostratic hypothesis 
was an attempt to break this supposed barrier. One consequence of this 
definition was that Nostratic has included different families for different 
scholars. The Nostratic of Vladislav Illicli-Svitych ( 1  97 1-84), sometimes 
referred to as Classical Nostratic, included Indo-European (by definition), 
Afro-Asiatic, Kartvelian, Uralic, Altaic, and Dravidian. Aaron Dolgopolsky's 
(1984) version, developed at about the Same tiiiie, also included Chukchi- 
Kamchatkan and Eskimo-Aleut, but oinitted Dravidian. And both of these 
differ from the original conception of  Pedersen, which contained Semitic, 
Finno-Ugric, Samoyed, Yukaghir, Altaic, and Eskimo-Aleut. Such differen- 
ces are in Part due to the improper definition of Nostratic. If, as I will argue 
below, all tlie world's language families are related, then Nostratic becomes 
identical with Proto-Sapieiis. 

In recent years the accuracy of the Nostratic hypothesis has once again 
become the focus of discussion in historical linguistics (Renfrew and Nettle 
1999). and one often hears tlie question "1s tlie Nostratic hypothesis cor- 
rect?" Tt is crucial, however, to distinguish two different questions in this 
regard. First, does the Nostratic evidence prove that Indo-European is relat- 
ed to other families? Second, is Nostratic - in any of its definitions - a valid 
taxon, that is, a set of language families inore closely related to one another 
than to any other fainilya? In iny (and Greenberg's) opinion the answer to the 
first question is yes, but the answer to the second question is no. Certainly 
the evidence offered by the Nostraticists shows ovenvlielmingly that Indo- 
European does have relatives, as was clearly recognised by Pedersen and 
Trombetti early in the twentieth century. However, none of the definitions of 
Nostratic are valid taxa. For exaniple, in Tllich-Svitych's version Afro- 
Asiatic and Dravidian are iricluded in the family, yet Chukchi-Kamcliatkan 
niid Eskimo-Aleut are not. But in fact these latter two fatnilies are clearly 
more closely related to Indo-European tlian is Afro-Asiatic or Dravidian 
(Greenberg 2000). Tlius Tllich-Svitych's version is not a valid taxon. In fact, 
it has recently been conceded by most Nostraticists that Afro-Asiatic is 
really a sister to Nostratic, not a daughter (Dolgopolsky, however, still includes 
Afro-Asiatic). 

It is for these reasons that Greenberg's \rersion of Iiido-European's closest 
relatives differs from the various versions of Nostratic. Greenberg's version. 
aThicli he-cai I~~rasiatic:inclrrdes Tnb-Eurqean,  Vral i r-Ynhghlf , -Altzc 



Korean-Japanese-Ainu, Gilyak, Chiikchi-Kamchatkan, and Eskimo-Aleut, 
as shown in Figure 1. Greenberg believes that these frimilies do form a 
valid taxon. Several Nostraticists Iiave recently come to conclusio~is similar 
to Greenberg's, and Allan Bomhard considers Eurasiatic one branch of a larger 
Nostratic family (Bomhard and Kerns 1994). The oiily differences in Sergei 
Starostin's view frorn that of Greenberg is that he would include Kartvelian 
in Eurasiatic. but not Ainu. 

Incio-Etiropcen Altnic Japutic5c-Korcan-Airitt E.;kin~»-Ale"\ 

E3 urulic H Gilynk Cliukclii-Kamchntkan 

Figzwe 1. The Eurasiatic language family. 

I will disciiss Indo-European's relatives in terms of Greenberg's Eurasiatic 
family, thougli miich of the evidence for Eurasiatic appeared first in the 
Nostratic literature (as Greenberg readily acknowledges). What is the evi- 

I dence for Eurasiatic? One of the rnost salient pieces of evidence is the spe- 
cific pronoun Pattern nzlt 'I/you', already clearly recogiiised by Pedersen, 
Trombetti, and others at the beginning of  this century. Trombetti remarked 

I somewhat acerbically in 1905 that "it is clear that in and of itself tlie coin- 
parison of Finno-Ugric [Uralic] me 'I ' ,  te 'you' with Indo-European n2c- 2nd 

I te- [witli the same meaning] is worth just ris inucli as any comparison one 
might make between the corresponding pronominal forins in tlie Indo- 

1 European langiiages. The only difference is that the common origin of the 
Indo-European languages is accepted while the connection between Indo- 
European and Finno-Ugric is denied" (Trombetti 1905: 44). Table 2 lists a 

I 
1 few Eurasiatic cognates. 
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Trrhlc 3 Eurasiatic cognntes. 

However, in addition to the evidence already advanced by tlie Nostraticists, 
Greeiiberg's book contains additional evidence that leaves 110 doubt what- 
soever tliat Indo-European can hardly be considered an "isolate" in any 
sense. While the distinctive MIT prononlinal pattern, by itself, constitutes 
compelling evidence, there is an additional coinplication in the first-person 
pronoun that is even more decisive. While first-persoii M is characteristic of 
every Indo-Europeaii language - and is abundantly attested in other branches 
of Eiirasiatic - there is a peculiar sub-ject form of this pronouii tliat has 
never been satisfactorily explained. Iiido-European shows different roots for 
the subject and ob-ject foriiis of the first-person pronoun: English 'I, ine', 
Frenchjc, rtre. Russian J-a ,  nienyu, and so forth. The Proto-Indo-European 
reconstriictions of these two forms are *eg(k)om ' I '  and * n ~ e  'me'. This par- 
ticular suppletive alternation has always beeil considered a diagnostic trait 
of the Indo-E~iropean fainily. After all, the possibility that two unrelated lan- 
guages would independently invent the same suppletive alternation is iin- 
likely in the extreme. Greenberg shows, liowever, that this suppletive alter- 
natioii, far froni being an innovation of Indo-European, is in fact a trait tliat 
P i o t o - l n ~ ~ ~ E i i r o ~ e a n  inheritd-fKim a n  eirlier Proto;EKräsiatlc langTage. 

Indo-Europcan 

IJralic-\'iikagliir 

Turkic 

Morigoli~ri 

Tiing~is 

Koren11 

Siipanese 

.4i1iu 

Gilyak 

Chul<clii-Kaincliatkan 

Eskimo- Aleut 

I ,  me. tliou. two, 
niy tliy who? whnt'? dual pliiral 

"me- 'tu *k'" i- * n ~ a  

*-m *te *ke *mi *-k *-t 

inen * k m  *mi- iki -t 

niini *ti ken *ma ikire *-t 

mini -t i  *xn- *nia -te 

-lila -ka mai 

ini 

inak -ki -ti 

ti -ka -gl -t 

-m -t k'e mi- -k -ti 

-ina -t *kina *mi -k -t 
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1 The clearest evidence cornes froin Cliukchi-Kamchatkari, at the other end of 
Eurasia, which shows a pronominal priradigm for the first- and second-persori 
pronouns that is virtually identical with that of Proto-Indo-European: exaln 
' I ' ,  rtzn 'me'. Furtherinore, Chukclii-Kamchatkan has extended the pattern to 
the second-person, e n t  'thou', in which second-person -t replaces first-per- ' son -rn. The extension of this pattern is also found in Uralic, for example, in 
the Hungarian object pronouns en-gern(-er) 'me' and te-ged(-er) 'thee'. 

Greenberg's hypothesis regarding the origin of tliis suppletive alterria- 
tion is that Proto-Eurasiatic "egor~~ 'I' was originally a periphrastic form of 
the first-person pronoiin used for emphasis. Just as in French c'cst moi 'it's 
me' can be used in place o f j e  for emphasis, a typologically similar develop- 
ment occurred in Proto-Eurasiatic, and the morphological analysis tliat 
Greenberg gives for *egom, *e-gu-nz 'this-is-me', is identical to that of 
French. The Kamassian language in Uralic Supports exactly this analysis: 
i-gä-ni 'I am' (= 'this-is-me'). 

Clearly neither onomatopoeia, accident, nor borrowing can be taken 1 seriously as  an explanation of these facts. Only common origin provides a 
plausible explanation for such pronoininal similarities. The dozens of  other 
graminatical items, and hundreds of shared lexical items pointed out by tlie 
Nostraticists and Greenberg, only confirm what can be surmised on the 
basis of just two pronouns. 

4. A family of isolates: Dene-Caucasian 

The fourth controversy that I will discuss is the question of  language 
isolates, o f  which Basque and Ket are tivo of  the most famous. One of 
the more exciting developments in the past two decades has been the 
identification of  a laiiguage family, now called Dene-Caucasian, that 
includes several of tliese supposed isolates. The six branches of  this 
fainily - Basque. Caucasian, Burushaski, Ket (Yeniseian), Sino-Tibetan, 
and Na-Dene - are shown in Figure 2. The current conception of  tliis 
family derives frorn the work o f  Starostin (1984). Sergei Nikolaev 
(1 991), and Jolin Bengtson (1991), though as  usual there were precur- 
sors, and as  usual one of  the primary precursors was Trombetti, who 
devoted an entire monograph to the origins of  the Basque language: 
"I corinect Basque inost closely with the Caucasian family. But tliis lin- 
guistic group is then most closely related to the Sino-Tibetan family" 
(Tr51nbetfi 192T 6); - -  ------- P- P 
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Figtlre 7. The Dene-Caucasian family. 

Most of the recent work on Basque is tlie work of John Bengtson (1 99 1 )  
(the Nostraticists avoid Ianguages that cannot be reconstructed). Table 3 
shows six of the roots that cllaracterise Deiie-Caucasian. Note that Basque 
shares both the general Dene-Caucasian interrogatives, one in N and one in I 

I 
S. Note further that these interrogative pronouns are completely different 
from those of Eurasiatic, in whicli K, M, andY form the basic interrogatives. 

Tahle 3. Dene-Caucasian cognates. 

Family 

Basque 

Caucasian 

Burushaski 

Sino-Tibetian 

Yeiiiseian 

Na-Denc 

who? what? dry day(1ight) water hungry 

no-r Se-r agor egun ur gose 

*na * sa *-ciwvr- *-&V *hwirI *gaSi 

ana be-SA-n qaqar goon hur- 

*iiaai *sii *qaT * k'"aai1 

*?an- *SV- *qVr * g e h  *xur 

s3 *-caq I<uuq *gas 
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5.  Criticism 

What are we to make of the criticism levelled at Greenberg and the 
Nostraticists in recent years and the similar criticism aimed at Trombetti and 
Sapir at the beginning of the twentieth century? Space permits only a brief 
discussion of some of the most common criticisms. 

I 5.1. Tlw temporal limit of the conzpurative rnethod: 6,000 years 

It has become an accepted dogma of contemporary historical linguistics 
that the Comparative Method is limited to roughly 6,000 years, before which 
time linguistic change has obliterated all evidence of genetic affinity. We 
have already Seen many examples where this is clearly not true. The 6,000 
year limit appears to be tied to the siipposed age of the Indo-European family. 
In a sense it explains why Indo-European has no relatives, which, of Course, 
we have already Seen is incorrect. Furthermore, the Afro-Asiatic family 
must be over 10,000 years old since the language was pre-agricultural. 
There is really no empirical basis for the supposed 6,000 year limit on com- 
parative linguistics; it is simply a self-imposed limitation of twentieth-cen- 
tury historical linguists. 

-5.2. Reconstruction and genetic qfflnitj) 

Probably the most common criticism of Greenberg's work is that he has not 
reconstructed anything and therefore he has not followed the real comparative 
method. It has become a dogma of contemporary historical linguistics that 

I only reconstruction can prove genetic affinity; this stricture appears in virtual- 
ly every historical linguistics textbook. According to Hock, for example, only 
reconstruction proves genetic affinity, and Indo-European. Uralic, Dravidian, 
Austronesian, Bantu, and Uto-Aztecan have all been proved by successful 
reconstructions (Hock 1986: 567). And yet all of these families were univer- 
sally accepted as valid families before anyone even thought of trying to recon- 
struct the protolanguage. If reconstruction proved Indo-European, as Hock 
claims, then who proved it, and ivlzen? When I posed this question to two 
historical ling~ists at a meeting at the University of Cambridge in 1998 - Don 
Ringe and Roger Lass - they i-eplied that it was neograrnmarians like 
B-mgmänn andDelGrUck w h  h d  prWdTndo-Elropeän. This MTouid cnme as 



qiiite a sliock to these scholars, wlio never iiiiagined that they were proving 
Indo-Eiiropean. Indo-European had long been accepted as a valid family by 
everyone, and reconstruction was never cited as "proof" of anything. Tliis idea 
is entirely an innovation of twentieth-century scholars; 1 have found no trace 
of this bizarre notion in the nineteenth century. 

I t  is instructive to look at what the neogramniarians theinselves had to 
say about tlie basis of geiietic affinity, and it has nothing to do with recon- 
struction. Delbrück stated that "it was proved by Bopp and others that tlie 
so-called Indo-European languages were related. The proof was produced by 
juxtaposing words and fornis of similar meaning. WIien one considers that 
in these languages the forination of tlie inflectional fornis of the verb, iioun, 
and pronouti agrees in essentials and likewise that an extraordinary number 
of inflected words agree in their lexical parts, the assiimption of chance 
agreeiiieiit miist appear absurd" (Delbrück 1880: 12 1 - 122). Delbrück con- 
sidered Indo-European to have been proved by the time of Bopp at the 
beginiiing of tlie nineteenth century, and the basis of this proof was the 
'tjuxtaposition of words and forms of sirnilar meaning", a virtual paraphrase 
of Greenberg's methods. 

If one were to tell a biologist that one should not believe in rnarnmals 
because no one has ever reconstructed Proto-Mammal and then explained 
how this aniinal evolved through all the intermediate marnmals before arriv- 
ing at the current array of 4,006 species, tlie biologist woiild laugh and 
think it's a joke. Yet if you tell a traditional historical linguist the Same thing 
regarding, say, Ainerind, he will nod solemnly and say "of course". 

Tlie problem with modern historical linguistics is that the very nature of 
the comparative method has been misunderstood. Reconstruction Iias been 
corifiised with taxoiloiny. In reality the Comparative Method consists of 
two separate Stages. Taxonorny aiid Historical Linguistics, and it is taxo- 
nomy that determines genetic affinity and necessarily precedeq the normal 
concerns of historical linguistics. 

Tt should be obvious tliat one cannot reconstruct a protolanguage until 
onc Iias somehow identified a group of related languages, and it is tlie first 
stage of tlie comparative rnetliod, taxonomy, that identifies groups of related 
languages, just as Delbrück explained. One finds, liowever, that in contem- 
porary historical lingiiistics the reconstruction of protolanguages - with of 
course regular soiind correspondences - is called the Coniparative Method. 
Taxonomy has disappeared from modern historical linguistics, and one searches 
in vain in any modern historical linguistics textbook for any discussion of clas- 
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sification. 
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Another criticism tliat has been levelled at Greenberg's Amerind hypothesis , 
is that he has not worked patiently backward through all the intermediate 
nodes, but has siniply jiimped to conclusions - Amerind - without even estab- I 
lishing the validity of the intermediate families. It should be obvious, how- I 

ever, that it is often far easier to discern more ancient groups than chrono- 
I 

logically younger ones. For example, the Austronesian family, which 
extends from Madagascar to Easter Island and Hawaii and is thought to be 
about 6,000 years old, was recognised in the early eighteenth century, yet the 
internal subgrouping of the family remained largely unknown until recently. 

Whether or not it is possible to identify intermediate nodes is a function 
of the rate of expansion and divergence of a population and has nothing to do 

I 

I 

with the validity of the overall family. If a popiilation spreads rapidly through 
~inoccupied territory - as tlie Amerind population seetns to liave done in 
North and South America roughly 1 1,000 years ago - intermediate groupings I 

will be more difficult to detect than the overall fainily precisely because there 
was not sufficient time for the defining innovations to develop in the inter- 
mediate groupings. But the presence of the n/m pronoun Pattern and the 
ubiquitous tina/tana/tiina example (and hundreds of other elements) through- 
out Amerind languages, but not elsewhere, establishes the validity of 

I 

Amerind, whether or not intermediate subgroupings can be worked out. Even ! 
for Indo-European the family as a whole is quite obvious, whereas the inter- 

I 
I 

nal subgrouping - how the dozen or so branches actually split up - is poor- 1 
ly understood. Except for Indo-Iranian and Balto-Slavic (and the fundamen- i 
tal divergence ofAnatolian) little is lcnown of this internal structure. I 

6. Monogenesis of extant languages 

The final taxonomic controversy I will discuss is the questioii o f  the mono- 
genesis of all extant languages. This topic is generally considered the most 
controversial o f  all, and niost historical liriguists regard even the possibility 
of ever proving monogenesis as intrinsically beyond the methods of compar- 
ative linguistics. There have, however, long been linguists who argued for 
monogenesis, and of course Trombetti is the best known. In fact, Trombetti's 
nnme is usually associated exclusively with the theory of monogenesis a n d  
because of the stigma that has been attached to this idea, Trombetti's con- 
tri butions toXiGer E T K f  taxonöiny are geneTaIQiinkllOW1cS-pir. h m -  



ever, had a different opinion of Trombetti's work, as revealed in a letter to 
Kroeber in 1923: "There is much excellent material and good sense in 
Trombetti in spite of his being a frenzied monogenist. I ain not so sure that 
liis staiidpoint is less sound than the usiial 'conservative' one" (Golla 1984: 
420). 

The q~iestion of inonogenesis is an ernpirical one. Do ancient language 
families such as Niger-Kordofanian, Eurasiatic, Australian, and Arnerind 
thernselves share certain basic roots which would indicate a common origin? 
Figure 3 shows the world's ma-ior language families according to Greenberg. 
Wliat would a comparison of these families show? 

W 

Piirific O~.l.nir 

Klioisan Dravidian 

Niger-Kordof~17i~i11 * Kartvclion H lndo-Pacifir 

Nil(>-Saharan E~irasiatic Australian 

Afro-Asiatic Denc-Caucasiaii B Amerind 

Figiire 3. Language families of the world. 

In tlie early 1990s John Bengtson and I (Bengtson and Ruhlen 1994) 
compared tlie roots tliat had been identified by specialists in 33 different 
families that included all the worldS langiiages. We found that there were in 
fact a sizeable nurnber of widespread roots and we argued, lilte Trombetti 
before us, that these similar roots could only be explained by coinmon origin. 
Orie of the niost widespread is pal 'two', examples of which are given in 
Table 4. 
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Tahle 4.  pul 'two'. 

How can such similarities be best explained? We have, of Course. the 
same four possible explanations. Onomatopoeia can immediately be elimi- 
nated because there is no intrinsic connection between the sounds pul and 
the meaning 'two'. Borrowing can also be eliminated because interconti- 
nental borrowing - from Africa to Australia to the Americas - could not 
have taken place until only a few centuries ago. We are left with a choice 
between common origin and accidental resemblance. But is it plausible that 
so many large families would have independently cliosen the sounds pul to 
represent the number 'two'. Of Greenberg's 12 large families, pal occurs in 
all but Khoisan, Kartvelian, and Dene-Caucasian, and in tlie Arnerind fami- 
ly pal is found in 11 of the 13 Amerind branches. Even for a lariguage with 
just seven consonants and three vowels, there are 147 possible consonant- 
vowel-consonant (CVC) sequences, and pal is just one of them. For a lan- 
guage with 14 consonants and five vowels the possible CVC sequences 
increase to around 1,000. Clearly it is iinplausible tliat so many supposedly 
unrelated families should have independently chosen the same sequence of 
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sounds to represent ' two'3heön@ r e a s o T a b ~ x x p t a ~ i m  fofttmed-mais 

Meaning 

'2' 

'7' 

'2 '  

'half' 

'half' 

'part' 

'2' 

'2' 

'2' 

'2' 

'twin' 

'2' 

Form 

bala 

ba:re 

*-bwVr 

*pol 

*pälä 

*pa:l 

*?(m)bar 

-po:l 

*pula 

*(a)war 

*ka(m)-bal 

pa:le-t 

Language-Family 

Niger-Congo 

Nilo-Saharan 

Afro-Asiatic 

Indo-Eriropean 

Uralic 

Dravidian 

Austroasiatic 

Indo-Pacific 

Aiistralian 

Miao-Yao 

Austronesian 

Amerind 

Language 

Niinbari 

Kunama 

Proto-Central Chadic 

Proto-Indo-European 

Proto-Uralic 

Proto-Dravidian 

Proto-Austroasiatic 

Kede 

Proto-Australian 

Proto-Miao-Yao 

Proto-Austronesian 

Wintun 




